The Innovative Capsulepot™ Will Bring
Relief to All Green Thumbs
With the Mini Garden in a Capsule, Herb Gardens Will Require Less Time and
Space to Grow more Efficiently
Growing herb gardens at home is becoming popular nowadays. While it is a healthy activity for hobbyist
gardeners, it also offers considerable amount of convenience. However, it is quite difficult to grow and
maintain an herb garden at home without proper knowledge and equipment. CapsulePot™ by
Greenamic is a complete solution for green thumbs who want their herb garden to grow efficiently.
CapsulePot™ is an innovative product which serves as a planter, packaging and an all-in-one germination
kit. According to the spokesperson for Greenamic,”We call it a mini-garden-in-a-capsule because it has
everything that your herb garden requires. If you are not been able to act upon your plan of having a
mini herb garden at home, all you need to start is the CapsulePot™. Just give it water and sunlight and
watch your garden grow in front of your own eyes.”
As the name implies, CapsulePot™ is a capsule shaped container which contains a seed packet and a
unique basket holding a nursery block. The nursery block expands with water and creates a porous wellaerated medium for seed germination. This helps in making a healthy root system for seedling which
ensures healthy growth. The basket can be separated into two parts, the plant and the nursery block.
The nursery block can be detached in order to transplant the plant into a larger planter when required.
The packaging of the CapsulePot™ is one very interesting aspect of the product. ”The capsule itself is the
packaging”, adds the spokesperson, “Plastic may be recyclable but we believe that it is better to reduce
and reuse it. So why we decided to make a packaging that itself is a part of the product-or vice versa you
can say. The cute little capsule can be used for many other purposes later.”
CapsulePot™ is available with variety of herbs including Basil, Oregano, Parsley, Thyme, Cilantro, Dill,
Marjoram, Chives, Savory, Garlic Chives and Sage. The CapsulePot™ is not only limited to use an herbgarden. According to the spokesperson, a mini garden in a capsule will look just as appealing on a desk,
plus it can serve as an excellent gift for eco-lovers.

About Greenamic Creative Inc.
Greenamic Creative Inc. is a company which develops and markets eco-friendly green products and
solutions. The company aims to promote green living by offering innovative gardening solutions. All
Greenamic products are made from recycled materials. One very interesting aspect of these products is
that they are designed in such a way that they can be reused for many other purposes. For further
information regarding Greenamic products and solutions, feel free to use the following information.
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